Café Innovation Days and Times
A Part of VSU’s Project Innovate

Café Innovation is a set place and time to think out loud with others and receive feedback about a good idea you have which you believe could positively impact recruitment, student success and retention, and graduation rates.

While some of the following Café Innovation times have a “theme” to them, that is only a suggestion – please come to any of them.

We are still working out the application form for Project Innovate and the evaluation rubric for applications, so we will be bring drafts to some of these meetings for your feedback as well.

On several of these days, there are also other activities going on at The IDEA Center. So if you are in a room that doesn’t quite seem like Café Innovation discussions, just ask. We’ll help you to get to the correct room.

**Wednesday September 9th from 3-4:30 PM** in Living Room and if needed, Conference Room 2
Theme for the 9th: Innovations about pedagogy, curriculum, academic programs, student success, and academic student retention

**Friday September 25th from 10-11:30 AM** in Living Room and if needed, Conference Room 1
Theme for the 25th: Innovations to improve the student experience (e.g., Student Affairs, Financial Services, Physical Plant, etc.)

**Tuesday October 6th from 1-2:30 PM** in Living Room and if needed, Conference Room 1
Theme for the 6th: Open – come with any ideas you have, regardless of what part of the University your idea could effect.

**Monday, October 19th from 9-10:30 AM** in Living Room and if needed, Conference Room 1
Theme for the 19th: Innovations about classes, curriculum, academic programs, student success, and academic student retention

A reminder: There is limited parking in the back of The IDEA Center. There is one accessible parking space and a ramp available at the back entrance to The IDEA Center. Coffee, tea, water, and some snacks will be available in the kitchen.